
Smart Apparel 
Make a clever selection from our Discovery Shop's tees, toques, and socks, available in a range of styles, colours, and 
sizes for both children and adults.

The Discovery Shop
Downtown’s Smartest Place to Shop

Starting at

Just in time for the holidays, we’ve stocked the best gifts for science and tech lovers of all ages! Be sure to pop by 
to explore our selection of educational books, toys and novelty items. What’s more, all purchases made at The 
Discovery Shop help support our not-for-profit mission to provide the best in interactive learning experiences!  

Gift GuideHoliday 1215 Lower Water Street, Halifax

$12.99

Gift of Membership
A perfect present that lasts all year! Our Discovery Centre
Family Memberships give unlimited access to the
Centre along with a host of other perks!

Starting at just $125!



Rubik’s Cube LEGO® Creators

ORB Morph

Crystal Nightlight Kit

Wild + Wonky Stuffies

$19.88 $17.99

$19.99

$26.99

$9.99 $21.99

DIY Virtual Reality

Can you solve the world’s best-known puzzle? 
Conquer the highly addictive brain teaser and 
challenge your family and friends.

Help your child’s imagination run wild with 
these Wild Republic Stuffed animals.

Grow a big beautiful crystal and assemble 
a display for it with a color-changing LED 
circuit inside. 

The shape-shifting fluff that does all the 
stuff. Create fun fluff textures and super 
soft cloud-like creations.

Engage your kids in creative play by 
building three different themed models in 
each Creator set. 

Create your own Virtual Reality Viewer! 
Works with 100s of apps from Google Play 
or iOS App Store!

Pop Sockets ORB Slimi CaféGiant Dino Skeleton Dig

$12.75 $5.25$39.99

Get a grip for texting, taking the perfect selfie, 
or propping your phone up. 

Build this 26-inch-long scale model of a T. 
rex skeleton and get exciting insights into 
it’s anatomy. 

Combine specially formulated ORB Soft’n Slo 
Squishies with revolutionary ORB Slimi Café 
Toppings to make slimi, squishy masterpieces!

Kids First Biology LabBig Book Collection 

$49.99 $52.99$32.99

LEGO® Advent Calendar: 
Star Wars

It’s a galactic journey of holiday fun with daily 
discoveries of LEGO minifigs, starships, and more! 

Read and learn about everything from 
sea creatures, to your body, to machines!

Discover the science of living things with 
this complete introductory microscope kit.

*Prices do not include applicable taxes. While supplies last. 


